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Abstract 
The propagation of light guided in optical fibers is affected in different ways by bending or twisting. Here 
we treat the polarization properties of twisted six-fold symmetric photonic crystal fibers. Using a 
coordinate frame that follows the twisting structure, we show that the governing equation for the fiber 
modes resembles the Pauli equation for electrons in weak magnetic fields. This implies an index splitting 
between left and right circularly polarized modes, which are degenerate in the untwisted fiber. We develop 
a theoretical model, based on perturbation theory and symmetry properties, to predict the observable 
circular birefringence (i.e., optical activity) associated with this splitting. Our overall conclusion is that 
optical activity requires the rotational symmetry to be broken so as to allow coupling between different 
total angular momentum states. 
OCIS Codes: 060.0060 Fiber optics and optical communications, 260.0260 Physical optics,  
220.0220 Optical design and fabrication 
Introduction 
Permanently twisted photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) exhibit a number of interesting features, including the 
appearance of twist-tunable dips in their transmission spectra [1,2]. These are caused by the appearance at 
specific wavelengths of eigenmodes consisting of superpositions of core and leaky ring-shaped cladding 
modes [1]. Twisted PCFs also show highly reproducible levels of optical activity (i.e., circular 
birefringence) in the spectral windows between these dips [3]. Although several theoretical and 
experimental papers have treated twisted fibers in various different contexts [4-7] and stress-induced 
circular birefringence has been studied in twisted single-mode step-index fibers [8,9], detailed analysis of 
more complex twisted fiber systems is still missing. In unstressed twisted fibers, a helically twisting fiber 
axis or a birefringent core is often considered a prerequisite for the observation of optical activity. In this 
paper we show, however, that pure optical activity can be induced in fibers with zero linear birefringence 
provided the core has a non-circular cross-section, such as is the case in a hexagonally structured (six-fold 
rotationally symmetric) PCF, or a step-index fiber with a perfectly square (four-fold rotationally 
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symmetric) core. At this point, it should be emphasized that a non-circular core does not in general imply 
birefringence [10,11]. In fact, any core with n-fold rotational symmetry has zero birefringence for n>2 
[12,13]. 
 
The purpose of this paper is thus to analyze in detail the recently reported experimental results on optical 
activity in twisted PCFs [3]. By solving Maxwell's equations in a twisted frame, we present a polarization-
dependent theory of light propagation in these fibers. The governing equation turns out to resemble the 
Pauli equation for electronic energy levels in the presence of a weak magnetic field [1014], which in our 
case implies a kind of topological Zeeman effect for the axial refractive indices of the modes in the 
twisted fibers. Because in the experiments the twist period is large compared to the transverse period and 
the core diameter of the PCF, the physical system can be modeled by perturbation theory similar to that 
used in quantum mechanics. 
 
The axis of an optical fiber defines the direction of translational invariance along which the optical modes 
propagate. A general electromagnetic field can be decomposed into a set of such modes (both free and 
bound) with known transverse field profiles and effective phase indices along this axis [1110]. 
Translational invariance can still be maintained in a continuously twisted fiber if a helicoidal coordinate 
system, twisting with the fiber structure, is used. This makes it possible to decompose the electromagnetic 
field into a new set of helicoidal fiber modes.  
 
The topological Zeeman effect lifts the degeneracy of predominantly left (LC) and right  (RC) circularly 
polarized modes, giving rise to the appearance of circular birefringence in PCFs twisted around their 
central axis (inset of Fig. 1). As mentioned also in [54], care must be taken because the topological 
Zeeman effect is described in the twisted (not the laboratory) coordinate frame. We show that the axial 
refractive indices must be transformed back into the laboratory frame if the circular birefringence is to be 
correctly predicted. We observe good agreement between experimental data, numerical calculations, and 
perturbation theory for the structure treated—an endlessly single-mode (ESM) PCF [1215].  
Untwisted optical fibers 
Conventional optical fibers possess a direction of translation invariance, which we define as the z axis of a 
cartesian coordinate frame Oxyz. Furthermore, it is convenient to express the transverse coordinates x and 
y in terms of cylindrical coordinates ρ and ϕ, with x = ρ cosϕ
 
and
 
y = ρ sinϕ, where ρ = 0
 
defines the center 
of the fiber. 
For the sake of convenience we formulate Maxwell’s equations in the frequency domain, the time 
dependence exp(−iωt) being understood.  Owing to the direction of translation invariance, the permittivity 
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and permeability tensors are functions only of ρ and ϕ, which allows Maxwell’s equations to be 
significantly simplified. The complexity of the resulting equations can be further reduced by additional 
assumptions such as the paraxial approximation [3]. In this letter, in contrast to these approximate 
approaches, we present a general and rigorous derivation that can be easily extended to twisted fibers. To 
this end, we follow the concept in [1316], where a general eigenvalue equation was developed in Fourier 
space for arbitrary material tensors. In this letter we adapt the formulation to a twisted frame in real space.  
Starting from Maxwell's equations it is possible to derive a matrix operator equation in the following form 
(see [1316] and references therein): 
 
0 ( , )i M
z
 

 

F
F  . (1)  
In this equation, F denotes a four-dimensional vector containing the two transverse field components of 
both the electric and magnetic field E and H. Note that in Eq. (1) the basis of the underlying Euclidean 
three-dimensional space  
3
 is not fixed, i.e., it may be cartesian, cylindrical or any other convenient 
system, whereas the spatial coordinates are defined without the loss of generality by coordinates ρ, ϕ, and 
z.   
The 4×4 dimensional matrix operator M0 on the right hand side of Eq.  (1) contains derivatives with 
respect to the transverse coordinates ρ and ϕ, but is independent of z.  As an example, M0 is expanded in 
the appendix for isotropic materials by circular polarization states with basis vectors ( ) / 2LC x yi e e e
 
and ( ) / 2RC x yi e e e . Owing to the peculiar form of M0, equation (1) can be solved via the Ansatz 
F(ρ, ϕ, z) = exp(iκz) f(ρ, ϕ), which sets up an equation for the eigenvalues κ and eigenmodes f
 
of matrix 
M0. 
In some cases, e.g., for isotropic materials, we can eliminate either E or H and reduce the dimensionality 
of the eigenvalue problem by a factor of two, leading for homogeneous materials to the Helmholtz 
equation. The use of the 4×4 matrix M0
 
is however very convenient for treating chirality, such as appears 
in chiral bi-isotropic materials and twisted systems. Although one could treat also twisted systems with 
more complex material properties, for the sake of simplicity and clarity we restrict further discussion to 
lossless isotropic materials. 
Let us now consider fibers that are invariant under rotations around the z axis. In this case the z component 
of the total angular momentum operator, denoted simply by J, and the matrix operator M0, possess a 
common set of eigenstates.  
Using a circular polarization basis with basis vectors eLC = (1,0)
T
 T(1,0)LC e
 
and eRC = (0,1)
T
 T(0,1)RC e
,  the operator J  becomes: 
 
1 0
0 1
J L S i

 
      
  
 . (2) 
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This operator is diagonal with eigenvalues j, which provide the total angular momentum number and are 
doubly degenerate. Possible eigenstates are exp(il-) eLC exp( ) LCi l  e  
and exp(il+) eRC exp( ) RCi l  e , 
where 1l j    
denotes the orbital angular momentum number, which is an integer due to the azimuthal 
resonance condition. Assigning spin numbers s = 1 for LC and s = −1  for RC polarized eigenstates, we 
note that  j = l + s. Solutions of Maxwell’s equations consist of special linear combinations of these 
degenerate eigenstates [1110], where each eigenstate is weighted with a radially dependent function fj(). 
The integer value j is often referred to as the azimuthal mode order. For each azimuthal mode order, 
Maxwell’s equations provide an infinite number of solutions, differing in their radial dependence by radial 
mode order p, which is a positive integer. The fundamental modes are doubly degenerate with | j | = 1 and 
p = 1, which means that any linear combination of them will also yield a fundamental mode. Typically, 
they are chosen to be linearly polarized along the x and y directions at the fiber center and labeled 
11
oHE  
and 
11
eHE , where the superscripts e and o denote even and odd y-distributions of the x component of the 
electric field across the xz plane. As we will show later, it is more convenient for twisted fibers to consider 
linear combinations which are LC and RC polarized at the fiber center, because the twist breaks the modal 
degeneracy into LC and RC polarized branches. 
It is worth mentioning that, even in the simple case of rotational invariance, solutions of Maxwell’s 
equations are in general not perfectly LC or RC polarized, but rather contain a mixture of both spin states 
corresponding to orbital angular momentum numbers 1l j   . The fundamental fiber modes, however, 
are predominantly LC ( j =1) and RC ( j = −1) polarized, with l ≈ 0 and an intensity maximum at the fiber 
center. In contrast, higher order fiber modes with 1j 
 
contain larger orbital angular momentum (OAM) 
contributions and are therefore confined in concentric rings around the core center.  
Although rotational invariance is broken in ESM-PCF, six-fold rotational symmetry is still preserved. In 
addition, most PCFs belong to the symmetry group C6v, i.e., they possess additionally mirror symmetry. 
The absence of rotational invariance means that solutions of Maxwell’s equations have to be constructed 
by a superposition of J eigenstates, the six-fold rotational symmetry imposing some restrictions on the 
modes. In particular, perfect six-fold rotational symmetry allows six different classes of modes to be 
distinguished, each class consisting of a superposition of J eigenstates with eigenvalues j0 + 6m for integer 
values j0 and m. When these modes are rotated by 60° they reproduce themselves perfectly except for a 
phase term exp(ij0/3). Note that the fundamental order j0 is not defined uniquely; usually it is restricted to 
j0 = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, which sets up the first azimuthal Brillouin zone.  
The lower order core modes in PCF resemble with good accuracy the modes of rotationally invariant 
fibers [1312, 1413], so that it is convenient to define j0 as the dominant J contribution to the mode and 
omit the subscript for the sake of simplicity. Although in this sense values of j0 outside the first azimuthal 
Brillouin zone may be allowed, this is not usually of interest in standard PCFs due to the high loss of such 
modes. For this reason the more complicated case of cladding modes and higher order core modes is 
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beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, in the following analysis we restrict the radial mode order to 
unity and label modes simply by the dominant total angular momentum number j. 
With regard to the degeneracy of modes in untwisted PCFs, it has been shown that those modes which 
obey the full symmetry of the fiber are non-degenerate ( j − 6m = 0, 3), whereas other modes are twice 
degenerate [1412,1513]. Furthermore, degenerate modes possess identical radial mode orders and 
dominant azimuthal mode orders of the same magnitude but opposite sign. 
Twisted fibers 
When twisting fibers around their center with axial twist period Λ and twist rate α = 2π/Λ, the fiber axis as 
the direction of light propagation is no longer a direction of translational invariance. However, the twisted 
system still possesses a direction of translational invariance along the helical path of the twisted 
coordinate frame. The change from untwisted to twisted fiber can be formally described by
0 0( , ) ( , )M M z      . We can therefore introduce a coordinate transformation from the laboratory 
frame to the twisted coordinate frame [1,4,1617], thus bringing Maxwell’s equations into the form of Eq. 
(1).  
The most elegant way to describe the coordinate transformation is to view the z component of the total 
angular momentum operator as the generator of rotations [1014]. Thus, over a propagation distance z 
(rotation angle αz) the matrix M0 obeys the following transformation rule: 
        0 0exp , exp ,i zJ M z i zJ M          . (3) 
Note that M0 on the left-hand side is defined in the laboratory frame, whereas M0 on the right-hand side 
denotes the matrix in the twisted coordinate frame. Substituting F
 
into Eq. (1) using F= exp(izJ)G and 
Eq. (3) yields: 
  0 ,i M J

  


     
G
G  . (4) 
So as to avoid any confusion regarding the cartesian laboratory frame and the twisted coordinate frame, 
we have formally replaced z by  and  by  in Eq. (4), where      denotes shifts along the 
direction of translational invariance of the twisted fiber and  is the azimuthal angle in the twisted 
coordinate frame. Equation (3) can be solved in the same manner as Eq. (1) via the Ansatz G = 
exp(i)g. G is then a solution defined in the twisted coordinate frame, corresponding to a twist rate α. 
It is worth mentioning that so far no approximation has been made in deriving Eq. (4), so that precise 
numerical solutions for G can be calculated by methods such as finite-element modeling [1,4,1617]. 
Moreover, owing to our use of four-component vectors G containing all four transverse field components 
(electric and magnetic), the total angular momentum operator J contributes only linearly to the modified 
eigenvalue equation. If we had used just the two transverse electric field components, described by two-
component vectors, J would have contributed quadratically to the eigenvalue equation [18]. 
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Evidently a formal analogy exists between Maxwell’s equations in a twisted coordinate frame and the 
Pauli equation for electrons in the presence of weak magnetic fields [1014], so that we can expect   
to 
depend on α in a manner similar to Zeeman splitting of energy levels in quantum mechanics (note 
however that the electronic wave-function is a two-dimensional vector in the spin-up and spin-down basis, 
in contrast to the four-dimensional vectors G). In fact, the angular momentum operator in Eq. (4) should 
be a four-dimensional matrix operator, denoted by the Kronecker product as 2 21 J  , so as to agree with 
the standard convention of quantum mechanics, where J is a 2×2 matrix. In this sense, equation (4) more 
closely resembles the four-dimensional Dirac equation, with counter-propagating modes as the 
corresponding anti-particles, since the role of time and space is inverted in optics compared to the 
equations of quantum field theory. 
After twisting the fiber around its axis, rotational symmetry is maintained, so that we can still assign radial 
and azimuthal mode orders p and j to the fiber modes. For systems with broken rotational invariance, the 
fiber twist introduces additionally a weak periodic modulation along the fiber axis, which implies for six-
fold symmetric PCFs that the fiber modes reproduce themselves after translations by z = /3 along the z 
axis, except for a Bloch phase term exp(iz). Note that, like the azimuthal mode order, the phase  
is 
not unique, because multiples of 6α can be added to it without changing the phase. 
Perturbation theory 
In many practical applications, the twist rate α is comparatively small, which means that the twist period Λ 
is much longer than the relevant transverse length-scales. As a consequence, equation (4) can be solved 
approximately using a perturbation approach, where αJ provides only a minor correction to the 
eigenvalues of M0. The general treatment follows that used for the Zeeman effect [1014], except that the 
underlying overlap integrals are different. Let us assume that known solutions of Maxwell's equations for 
the untwisted problem are: 
 
0 0 0 0M g g . (5) 
Since the amplitude of the modes g0
 
is not fixed in Eq. (5), it is useful to carry out a suitable 
normalization. We choose to normalize the power as the integrated time-averaged z component of the 
Poynting vector [in cartesian basis and cgs units:  * * / 8z x y y xS E H E H c   , where the asterisk denotes 
the complex conjugate] to its value at ζ = 0, which is a conserved quantity for truly guided modes, but ζ-
dependent otherwise. Formally we can define the normalization for forward propagating modes as
1g i g  , where γ is a 4×4 matrix that depends on the underlying coordinate system used. In a circular 
polarization basis, γ equals the Dirac matrix γ3; in a cartesian basis, it equals
 
γ2 (see appendix). In general, 
the appropriate overlap integral for vectors g and g    g  can be written as 
 †d
16
c
g i g A i 

  g g
 
g ig g =
c
16p
d Ag†òò ig g , (6) 
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where the integral is taken over the area normal to the fiber axis and †g   
 g
†  denotes the conjugate 
transpose of g  g . One can easily confirm in a cartesian basis that this leads to power normalization for 
identical vectors g and g   g . This form of normalization is useful not only for relating the electric and 
magnetic field to the power, but also is connected to other important integral quantities [1719]. For 
example, J g i J g  equals the z component of the normalized total angular momentum flux. In 
addition, we can separate the spin and orbit contributions by splitting J into its spin and orbit part as 
J = S + L and calculating the overlap integrals for the individual contributions, i.e., L g i L g
 
and 
S g i S g . More details are provided in the appendix. Furthermore, in the case of fully bound 
modes, it is possible to obtain the power orthogonality relation 0 0 0g i g     
g
0
ig g
0
= 0
 
for 
 
k
0
¹k
0  
[10,1820].  
In linear perturbation theory, we assume that a general solution g
 
of the twisted system can be written 
(using power-flux normalized vectors) as  g
 
≈ g. In other words, within this approximation, twisting the 
fiber simply forces the field distributions of the untwisted fiber to follow the fiber twist. After multiplying 
Eq. (4) from the left with 
†
0 exp(- )i i  g  and integrating over the transverse area, the approximate 
eigenvalues of the twisted fiber take the form: 
 0 J     . (7) 
A direct consequence of approximating the modes of the twisted fiber with those of the untwisted fiber is 
that perturbations of higher than linear order are neglected. This works well unless the modes of the 
untwisted system are degenerate (e.g., for the fundamental core modes), in which case we have to find a 
special linear combination of the degenerate solutions, for which the perturbation operator J is 
diagonalized in the subspace of the degenerate solutions [1014].  
For fibers with rotational symmetry, one can deal with this problem by constructing the modes as eigen-
solutions of J. Since PCFs have six-fold rotational symmetry, degenerate states are associated with 
azimuthal mode orders of the same magnitude but opposite sign. Owing to the restriction of degenerate 
modes to orders 0, 3, 6,...j    , it is possible to show that the overlap integral of J eigenstates equals 
zero for degenerate pairs of modes with orders j : 
     2 /30 0 0 0 0 0exp - / 3 exp / 3 0
j j j j ij j jg i J g g iJ i J iJ g e g i J g           . (8) 
The last equality sign on the right-hand side is a direct consequence of  exp 2 / 3 1ij   for degenerate 
states with 0, 3, 6,...j    . This defines the appropriate basis of eigenstates for degenerate perturbation 
theory. Moreover, in the case of C6v symmetry, 0 0 0 0
j j j jg i J g g i J g   
 
g
0
j ig J g
0
j = - g
0
- j ig J g
0
- j
. 
In the numerical calculations that follow, the fiber parameters are those previously reported [3]. The PCF 
has a hexagonal array of hollow channels arranged in a pattern of five rings around a central solid glass 
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core. The inter-hole period is 2.914 µm and the radius of the air holes (refractive index 1.0) is 0.552 µm. 
The dispersion of the fused silica is modeled using the well-known Sellmeier expansion [1921]. 
Figure 1 shows the effective index splitting (neff = / k0 with k0 as the vacuum wave number) of the 
fundamental core modes of this fiber at a wavelength of 800 nm. The red and blue solid lines show 
numerically exact results calculated using a commercial finite-element solver (JCMwave with twisted 
coordinate frame implemented as in [1617]). The insets on the left-hand side show the corresponding z-
component of the spin angular momentum density for zero twist [1719], which provides the local degree 
of circular polarization. After integration over the density, we obtain 0.9996S   , 0.0021L   , and 
1.0017J  
 
for the spin, orbital, and total angular momentum. We note that the magnitude of S
 
differs slightly from unity, which means that the core modes are not perfectly LC or RC polarized. The 
black dots in Fig. 1 are the result of perturbation theory analysis, and are in good agreement with the 
numerical results. We can clearly see the expected predominantly linear mode splitting in the numerical 
results. 
Circular birefringence of fiber modes 
From these results it is clear that perturbation theory yields accurate solutions for twisted fibers, a large 
refractive index splitting (between predominantly LC and RC polarized modes) appearing in the twisted 
frame, suggesting the presence of circular birefringence. The analysis would predict the same result in 
rotationally invariant fibers, which is quite clearly incorrect. It is clear therefore that the coordinate 
transformation itself generates the index splitting. This makes sense, for in order for a linear polarized 
azimuthal field pattern to be preserved in the laboratory frame as it travels, it must consist of the 
superposition of two spin angular momentum modes of equal and opposite order but different effective 
indices in the twisted frame. We now show how to separate this "geometrical" effect from the real 
measurable circular birefringence that can occur in twisted PCFs in the laboratory frame. 
To study circular birefringence it is most efficient to describe the fields in a circular polarization basis. Let 
us consider fiber modes jG
 
described in the twisted coordinate frame. These modes have a global phase 
j
  
for translations along the helical path as the direction of invariance, but possess also special rotation 
properties denoted by the azimuthal mode order j. Taking into account the generator of rotations in the 
circular polarization basis defined in Eq. (2), we can generally use the following Ansatz: 
 
   
   
6 1
,,
6 1
, ,
j
i j m jmj
LCLC i
j i j m jm
mRC RC
e gG
e
G e g


  

 


 
 
  
         
  . (9) 
Note that , /
j
LC RCG  
denotes the transverse field components of either the electric or the magnetic field. The 
sum on the right-hand side is taken over the different J eigenstates contributing to this particular mode, 
with radial dependence  , /
jm
LC RCg  and order j+6m. Note that the  , /
jm
LC RCg   elements can be derived 
by evaluating the azimuthal Fourier transform of the power-flux normalized eigenstate  ,j  g . They 
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therefore depend on the twist rate , and their absolute magnitude decreases as |m| increases. 
Transforming these modes into the laboratory frame we find: 
  
    
    
6
,, ,
6
, , ,
exp
j
i j m z i jmj j
LCLC LC i z
j j i j m z i jm
mRC RC RC
e gF G
i zJ e
F G e g

  
  
  
  



  
  
    
         
      
  . (10) 
Evidently, each set of total angular momentum states progresses in the laboratory frame with a 
propagation constant  6jm j j m      . Using Eq. (7) to obtain approximate expressions for 
jm
  
yields: 
   20( 6 ) - - 6 ( )
jm j jj m J j m O            . (11) 
Note that we have introduced here an additional correction term of order α2, which takes into account 
higher order corrections in cases where the term linear in α becomes small. 
In the case of fibers with rotational invariance, each eigenstate of the untwisted fiber can be chosen such 
that it contains only one total angular momentum eigenstate, i.e., m = 0 in Eq. (11). Furthermore, these 
eigenstates are also exact solutions of the twisted eigenvalue problem of Eq. (4), with J j , so that 
0
0
j j
  . This is the mathematical proof that twisting has no effect in rotationally invariant systems, when 
the circular birefringence is zero. 
If we consider PCFs with six-fold symmetry, as stated above, there are pairs of degenerate modes in the 
untwisted fiber, which we label by integers ± j according to their azimuthal mode orders. The 
corresponding expectation values of the total angular momentum will be denoted J

. Keeping in mind 
that eigenstates with positive/negative j
 
are usually predominantly LC/RC polarized, each pair of total 
angular momentum states with total angular momentum numbers ±( j + 6m) will exhibit circular 
birefringence   02 12 /mCB J J j m k        . Because modes with larger values of m usually 
contain larger OAM contributions, their intensity maxima are located in rings surrounding the fiber axis. 
The observable circular birefringence will therefore depend on the radial position of the mode in the fiber. 
In addition, most of the power is usually carried by only a few angular momentum orders. 
In the case of the fundamental core modes, the strongest contribution is the order m = 0, which in the 
example PCF carries more than 98% of the modal power, meaning that all other contributions can be 
considered as only minor corrections when measuring the circular birefringence.  The normalized intensity 
distributions of the m = −1, 0, 1
 
contributions to the predominantly LC polarized core mode of the 
untwisted ESM fiber are depicted in Fig. 2. Each row of panels shows one particular value of m, the 
overall intensity being shown in the left-hand column and the corresponding LC and RC polarized 
intensity in the other columns. As expected, the RC polarized contribution to the j = 1 state can be 
neglected. Similarly, the 0m   states play a minor role. This can be also seen in Fig. 3, where the 
normalized power of several total angular momentum contributions is shown for the predominantly LC 
polarized mode. In agreement with the symmetry considerations above, only those orders differing from 
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j = 1 by multiples of six contribute significantly to the predominantly LC polarized mode, their amplitudes 
decreasing with increasing |m|. All other contributions can be considered as numerical noise. 
When we make use of the C6v symmetry of the fiber, the final result for the circular birefringence 
simplifies further, because in this case J J J
 
     
 
J
+
= - J
-
º J , which leads for m = 0 to: 
   /C RC LCB n n J j        . (12) 
After a distance Δz, this rotates a launched linear polarization by  /CB z J j z         . We 
note that a non-vanishing circular birefringence requires J j , which in turn means that the power 
carried in orders j + 6|m| is not equal to that carried by orders j − 6|m|. It is this small asymmetry that 
causes a measurable and reproducible optical activity [3]. 
Figure 4 shows the α-dependence of the circular birefringence in the example PCF calculated both 
numerically (green solid line) and using perturbation theory (black dotted line). The experimental data 
points are also included (red squares). The overall agreement is excellent, the blue solid line showing the 
small disparity between numerical calculation and perturbation theory. 
It is interesting to note that the circular birefringence of twisted fibers can be successfully modeled by 
linear perturbation theory, even though J j  is rather small (≈ 0.0017). For the example PCF it turns 
out that linear perturbation theory is, however, inadequate for describing the effective index of the m = 0 
contribution in the laboratory frame, where quadratic behavior is dominant (Fig. 5).  Only when zooming 
into the region of very small twist rates does the linear regime dominate (inset of Fig. 5). It may appear 
surprising that linear perturbation theory reproduces the exact results for the circular birefringence so well. 
The reason is that a quadratic perturbation term does not depend on the sign of the azimuthal mode order j. 
For the fundamental fiber mode, it always increases the index. Moreover, due to C6v symmetry, the 
quadratic contributions to the circular birefringence cancel out completely. The next perturbation term 
with a polarization dependent influence on the effective index would be the α3 term, which can be 
assumed to be much smaller than the term linear in α. In addition, the contribution linear in α is fully real, 
implying that the circular birefringence is accompanied only by negligible circular dichroism, originating 
from higher order terms. Only at resonant wavelengths (where the fundamental core modes couple to 
leaky ring modes in the cladding with larger OAM values [1]) does the circular dichroism become 
significant. Note that we have included the quadratic term in the theory curve by fitting the quadratic order 
to the numerical data instead of carrying out a higher order perturbation scheme. 
 
Conclusion 
In summary, a perturbation approach allows accurate estimation of the circular birefringence of core 
modes in twisted fibers. Although a large effective index splitting between RC and LC modes is seen in 
the twisted fiber frame (a kind of topological Zeeman effect), this almost completely disappears when the 
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fields are transformed back into the laboratory frame. The final circular birefringence depends on the 
azimuthal symmetry of the modes and the strengths of the individual higher-order angular momentum 
contributions. This means that twisted rotationally symmetric fibers do not display any optical activity, 
whereas twisted PCF does. The optical activity of these fibers can be easily controlled by adjusting the 
twist rate, which may find applications in polarization control, nonlinear optics and sensing. Finally, it 
should be mentioned that the presented theory can be easily extended to systems with intrinsic circular 
birefringence, such as fibers with chiral or magneto-optical materials. Compared to the PCF investigated 
in this paper, the main difference in such systems is the shift of the modal degeneracy of LC and RC 
polarized modes to non-zero twist rates. 
Appendix 
In this section, we provide formulae for the matrix M0 and the expectation values of J , L , and S  in 
a circular polarization basis with basis vectors eLC and eRC. The general vector of transverse field 
components is defined as  
T
, , ,LC RC LC RCE E H HF . The matrix M0 for isotropic materials becomes: 
 
1 T
|| ||3 2
0 0 1 T
|| ||0
00 1
,
00 2
M ik
k

 



   
          
 (13) 
In this case,  and  are understood as 2x2 matrices and 1 T|| ||
   as well as 1 T|| ||
   are 2x2 matrices 
whereconstructed via the outer (vector) product of two-dimensional vectors. In particular,  T|| -,     
with   / / exp / /  /x i y i i               and. Tthe Dirac matrices γ
2
 and γ3 are defined as: 
 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
,       .
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
i
i
i
i
 
   
   
    
   
   
   
  (14) 
After normalizing the field using Eq. (6), the expectation values of orbit, spin, and total angular 
momentum flux become: 
 
 
* * * *
* *
d ,
16
d  Im ,                    .
8
LC RC LC RC
LC RC LC RC
LC LC RC RC
E E H Hc
L A H H E E
c
S A H E H E J L S
    

    
     
    
   


  (15) 
  
 
 
L =
c
16p
d Aòò -HLC
* ¶
f
E
LC
+ H
RC
* ¶
f
E
RC
+ E
LC
* ¶
f
H
LC
- E
RC
* ¶
f
H
RC( ),
S =
c
8p
d Aòò  Im HLC
* E
LC
+ H
RC
* E
RC( ),                    J = L + S .
  (15) 
When using a cartesian instead of a circular polarization basis, we obtain exactly the same integral 
quantities as in [1719]. 
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List of figure captions 
Fig. 1. Effective index splitting of the fundamental core modes calculated for an ESM PCF in the twisted 
coordinate frame. The detailed fiber parameters are given in the text. The continuous blue curves denote 
the numerical calculations for RC polarized modes, the red curves for LC modes and the dots are the 
results of perturbation theory. The insets show the normalized z component of the spin angular momentum 
density. A schematic of the twisted ESM fiber can be seen in the inset on the right-hand side; note that the 
twist rate is exaggerated for clarity. 
Fig. 2. Normalized z component of the Poynting vector distribution for the different total angular 
momentum contributions of order j + 6m
 
in the case of the predominantly LC polarized fundamental core 
mode ( j = 1) of an untwisted ESM fiber. Each row represents a different value of m. The columns show 
(from left to right) the overall intensity for order m and the corresponding LC and RC polarized 
contributions. Each panel denotes an area of 10×10 µm
2
 
centered around the fiber core. The numbers at 
the bottom of each panel provide the maximum normalized intensity, which has to be multiplied to the 
relative color scale on the right hand side. Note that more than 98% of the modal power is carried in the 
LC polarized m = 0 contribution. 
Fig. 3. Normalized power of different total angular momentum contributions to the predominantly LC 
polarized core mode of an ESM PCF. The dominant contribution belongs to j = 1, which is also the 
azimuthal order of this mode. Total angular momentum states with order j + 6m contribute less 
significantly with increasing magnitude of the integer values m, whereas all other contributions are 
basically numerical noise. 
Fig. 4. Circular birefringence of the fundamental core modes in an ESM fiber. Red squares denote 
experimental data, green solid line shows numerical calculations, and black dots depict the perturbation 
theory. The deviation between perturbation theory and numerical calculations is illustrated by the blue 
solid line corresponding to the right axis. The agreement between theory, numerical data, and experiment 
is excellent. 
Fig. 5. Effective index effn

 
of the dominant total angular momentum contributions to the fundamental core 
modes of a twisted ESM fiber calculated in the laboratory frame, displayed as the deviation from the 
effective index 
0
effn  
of the untwisted fiber. The labeling of the lines is as for the twisted coordinate frame 
in Fig. 1. Note the dominant α quadratic behavior in contrast to the linear behavior of the effective indices 
in the twisted coordinate frame. The linear term becomes important only for very small twist rates (inset) 
and in calculating the circular birefringence of the fiber, when the quadratic terms of LC and RC polarized 
modes cancel out. The quadratic term has been included in the theory curve by fitting the quadratic order 
to the numerical data instead of carrying out a higher order perturbation scheme. 
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